Building Hybrid
Test Systems, Part 2
Ensuring success in
two common scenarios

Application Note 1465-33

In building a hybrid test system, the best
choices of hardware architectures depend
on the overall situation, the speciﬁc test
requirements and your priorities. When you
migrate to a hybrid system that includes
LXI along with GPIB, VXI, PXI, or any
other architecture, two scenarios are most
typical:
• Minimum development time
You’re probably combining old and new
equipment and want to quickly assemble
a working system so you can start
testing the DUT as soon as possible.
System assembly, programming and
debugging are necessary, but you want
to minimize the time spent on these
activities. You want good performance,
but it is not your top priority.

• Maximum overall performance
You’re performing high-volume testing
and the per-unit test time will dominate
the overall cost of test. You are willing to
spend more time up front to get better
system performance.
Hybrid systems that include multiple
architectures are a viable approach to
either scenario.1 This application note
describes these two scenarios and presents suggested steps that will help you
minimize development time and maximize
overall system performance.

1 As described in the companion application
note (5989-8175EN), using no more than
two architectures is the best way to ensure
success when building a hybrid test system.

Example 1 Minimizing development time
We recommend this sample process
as a pathway to success when you are
combining older (e.g., GPIB) and newgeneration (e.g., LXI) test equipment.
For this example, the goal is to quickly
create a working system so you can start
testing your device as soon as possible.
This process minimizes the time spent on
system assembly, programming, debugging, and performance tuning.
Creating the hybrid system requires just
ﬁve steps:
1. Replace an old instrument with a
compatible new instrument.

initialization routines of many IVI drivers
have a ﬂag to test the ID. This must be
set to False because the instrument will
return a different ID. Figure 2 shows how
to turn off instrument ID checking for an
IVI driver.
• Numerical precision
If your system checks against precise
test limits, it is best to verify that the
new instrument will provide compatible
results.
• Instrument speed
Many newer instruments are signiﬁcantly faster than those they replace

and this can cause problems in program
timing. It can also be an opportunity to
retune your program for more performance. (Note: Example 2 will address
this point in more detail.)
As a plug-compatible example, you can
replace the Agilent 34401A DMM with the
newer 34410A DMM. In this case, you can
activate the compatibility mode using the
SCPI command SYSTem:LANGuage
“34401A”, thereby ensuring that your
program will continue to work as expected.
Many other instruments use similar
commands to activate their compatibility
modes.

2. Use a multiport instrument (e.g., one
equipped with GPIB and LAN/LXI ports).
3. Move the instrument to LAN using the
GPIB-compatibility mode built into most
LXI instruments.
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LAN

GPIB card

LAN/GPIB
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4. Move the remaining GPIB instruments
to the LAN with a GPIB gateway or
converter (Figure 1). Automatic capabilities will discover the converter and then
ﬁnd the attached instruments.

GPIB

5. Do some basic analysis of performance,
perhaps using sockets to tune.
That’s the basic procedure. Let’s look at
each step in more detail.

Step 1

GPIB instruments

GPIB instruments

LAN and LXI
instruments

Figure 1. An all-GPIB system (left) can be easily converted to a hybrid structure (right).

Replace old with new
In many cases, the simplest migration step
is to simply replace an existing instrument
with a new model that is function- and
command-compatible. This is beneﬁcial
when the replacement instrument provides
new capabilities or signiﬁcantly better
performance (e.g., speed or resolution).
In many cases, this is a drop-in replacement. However, a few common issues
must be addressed:
• Instrument identity
If your system software speciﬁcally
checks the instrument identity (ID)
you will need to change it. Also, the

Original IVI-COM declaration for 34401A:
Dim DMM As VisaComLib.FormattedIO488
Set DMM = New Agilent34401
DMM.Initialize “GBIB0::23::INSTR”, True, True, ““
New IVI-COM declaration for 34401A when using VXI-11:
Dim DMM As VisaComLib.FormattedIO488
Set DMM = New Agilent34401
DMM.Initialize “TCPIP1::169.254.4.10::inst0::INSTR”,
False, True, “QueryInstrStatus = True”

Set instrument ID false
Figure 2. When using compatibility mode with a replacement instrument, setting ID checking to
“False” will ensure proper operation of your test program.
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Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Use a multiport instrument

Move the instrument to LAN

Many LXI instruments are equipped with
multiple input/output (I/O) ports—LAN,
USB, GPIB (Figure 3). You can use this
to your advantage to verify instrument
programming and operation in a GPIB
environment before moving to the LAN
interface. First, connect to the instrument
through GPIB and get it working. This lets
you verify operation in a familiar environment. Then continue to Step 3.

Agilent LXI instruments equipped with
multiple I/O ports provide a compatible
programming mode between GPIB and
LXI (called VXI-11). This allows you to
simply replace the GPIB address declaration with a LAN declaration. For example,
changing from GPIB address 9 to LAN
address 156.140.71.39 requires that you
replace the string “GPIB0::9::INSTR” with
“TCPIP0::156.140.71.39::INSTR” in the
declaration section of your test program.
If you aren’t using a declaration, then a
search-and-replace operation can perform
the update throughout your program.

Move remaining GPIB
instruments to the LAN

Note that the VXI-11 compatibility mode
adds an additional layer of software so
may not be appropriate for performancecritical operations. In Example 2, we’ll
show how to reprogram for more speed.

Figure 3. Many of today’s instruments have
multiple I/O ports: the Agilent 34980A switch/
measure unit shown here is equipped with
GPIB, LAN and USB ports.

In this step, you’ll also need to connect
the instrument appropriately through the
LAN. We recommend you set up a private
network behind a LAN router. You can also
put your computer on this network. By
conﬁguring the router for network address
translation (NAT), the computer will have
full access to your network while isolating
your instruments from other network
trafﬁc.

You’ve started the transition to LAN and
now it’s time to move everything else. You
can put your GPIB instruments “on the
LAN” through a LAN/GPIB gateway. One
proven alternative is the Agilent E5810A
LAN/GPIB gateway, which enables the
move without the need for programming
changes. Instead, everything is taken care
of by the Agilent IO libraries. Assuming
your existing GPIB card is “GPIB0”, here
are the steps:
• Remove your existing GPIB card from
the PC (you can’t have two GPIB0
cards).
• Connect your PC to one port of your
LAN router and connect the E5810A to
another port. Connect your GPIB instruments to the GPIB port on the E5810A.
See Agilent Application Note 1465-10,
Using LAN in Test Systems–Network
Conﬁguration, for information on setting
up your router.
• From your computer desktop or Start
menu, start the IO Libraries (Figure 4).
• Click on the LAN port, then click Add
Interface.
• In the popup dialog box, select Remote
GPIB (via E5810 or Remote IO Server)
and click Add.
• A second dialog box will appear: Set the
ID as GPIB0, test the connection, and
discover the connected instruments.
Be aware that there may be slower I/O
performance when using the gateway.
The reason: Any type of format conversion uses additional time and resources.
However, unless a large number of
time-critical operations pass through the
converter, the difference probably won’t be
noticeable. If you have any concerns about
speed through the converter, we suggest
measuring system performance before
and after moving your instruments to the
LAN/GPIB gateway.

Figure 4. The Agilent Connection Expert utility can help you discover and connect GPIB
instruments through the Agilent E5801A LAN/GPIB gateway.
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Step 5
Analyze basic performance
At this point you should have a fully functional LAN- and LXI-based system. Next,
it’s time to determine if you are getting the
performance you need.
In Steps 1 through 4, our objective was
to get the system functioning on the LAN
as quickly as possible. Now it is time to
consider some selective tuning. We’ll
assume that you have tools to monitor
where your program is spending time.
Many programming languages have timer
functions you can use to understand
overall performance.
Since you’ve just migrated to a potentially faster instrument and a hybrid
system, there are two common areas to
investigate:
• Wait statements
Because the new instrument may be
signiﬁcantly faster than the unit it
replaces, you may be able to shorten (or
remove) any delays inserted into your
existing code to account for the speed of
the older instrument.
• Compatibility mode slowdowns
In Step 3, we used the VXI-11 compatibility mode to connect the new LXI
instrument to the system. For any
instrument that makes multiple fast
measurements, consider recoding any
critical looping routines to use a faster
communication mode. When using
VXI-11, for example, you can use the
LAN sockets capability for some or all
of your code. Referring back to Step 3,
the LAN instrument was addressed as
“TCPIP0::156.140.71.39::INSTR”. You can
also open a sockets port to that address
using “TCPIP0::156.140.71.39::5025::
SOCKET” (port 5025 is the sockets port
for all Agilent instruments; the port
number may be different for LXI instruments from other manufacturers).
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Regarding the use of sockets, there are
a few additional considerations. While
Agilent has implemented virtually the
entire GPIB command set in VXI-11,
the sockets commands are instrumentdependent. Most instruments implement
common functions such as reads, writes,
triggers, and standard control functions,
but are unlikely to implement GPIB-speciﬁc
functions such as bus polling. In addition,
use care when using binary reads to terminate by byte (or word) count: With binary
data, early termination is possible if the
binary data contains the same sequence
as the termination character. (Note: VXI-11
and GPIB automatically handle this issue.)
More information on sockets and VXI-11
programming is available through the help
system built into the Agilent IO libraries.
With those ﬁve steps completed, your
system should be ready to go.

Example 2 Maximizing overall performance
In this scenario, test speed is the top
priority. Although you probably can’t
replace all of your existing test equipment,
you can still build a hybrid system that
achieves excellent performance.
This process is more situational than in
Example 1: Key factors include the DUT, its
test requirements, instrument choices, and
your cost goals. In most cases, though,
relatively simple choices can make a
signiﬁcant difference in overall system
performance. The process described here
will help you decide which tradeoffs will
provide the performance you need.

Determine where time is spent
System performance is dependent on
every component of the test system. Even
so, there is usually some portion of the
test plan that tends to dominate overall
test time. Applying the Pareto principle
can help you understand where test time
is being spent and then help you decide
where to start. This requires some performance-analysis tools, and the easiest one
is often the timer in your programming
language.
Most hybrid test systems combine old and
new test equipment. If a new instrument
is signiﬁcantly faster than the one it
replaces, it may improve your overall test
time. To make this determination, chart
out the tasks that must be completed and
deﬁne how you will accomplish them. An
example DUT (Figure 5) will help illustrate
this process. It has the following testing
requirements:
• DUT power-on and supply voltage
Initial power-on (normal operating) plus
high, low and standby tests.

+V

Inputs

STBY

Device
under
test

Outputs

Outputs
Figure 5. This simple device under test is the object of our example
process.

Sequence:
Set power on (normal +V)
Source setup 1
Scan output (8 points)
Source setup 2
Scan output (8 points)
Set power voltage high
Scan output (8 points) – still source setup 2
Source setup 1
Scan output (8 points)
Set power voltage low
Scan output (8 points) – still source setup 1
Source setup 2
Scan output (8 points)
Set standby power
Source setup 1
Scan output for low state (8 points)
Figure 6. Taking a close look at your test procedure
can reveal opportunities for speed improvement.

• Inputs
Three inputs, which require two source
setups at each supply voltage.
• Outputs
Eight outputs that require voltage
measurement. Each point must be
scanned at each voltage level and with
both source setups (except standby
level).
With these requirements in hand, we can
outline a suitable test sequence (Figure 6).
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Identify likely speed
improvements
Note that the sequence in Figure 6
requires four voltage levels, ﬁve source
setups and seven output scans of eight
points each. Because the total number of
output readings far exceeds the number
of source setups and voltage changes,
it appears the greatest opportunities for
speed improvements are in the switching
operations and the output measurements.
It’s also possible to make all measurements at one supply voltage before moving
on to the next voltage.
Any measurement instruments in the
receiver section would be top candidates
for replacement if the newer model
can provide faster measurement times.
Additionally, it would be useful to seek
improvements in switching speed, perhaps
by changing to switch-and-measurement
hardware that is combined in one unit
designed for optimum speed. Second-tier
priorities would be changes to the source
setups and the various power supply
voltage settings.

Consider the computer
connections
After examining the instrumentation, the
next opportunity for speed improvement
is in the choice of computer connection. If you are using VXI or PXI, a direct
connection is best unless it is used only
for switching or slow devices. For GPIB
instruments, you can choose between an
interface card and a converter such as
the E5810A LAN/GPIB gateway. A direct
interface card in the computer provides
the fastest execution speed but limits your
ability to remotely access the instruments.
You can estimate whether there will be
a noticeable speed difference in using a
LAN/GPIB converter. In this example, a
direct interface card might be useful if
switching or measurements are done via
GPIB. However, the power supply and
source (if GPIB) would have little impact
on measurement times and either a card or
converter would be OK.
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Tune system performance
A few general tuning tips—including a few
that are applicable to any architecture—
can help you get everything running at
optimum speed. The following tips can be
used in conjunction with your engineering
judgment and experience.

Basic tips
• Remove any instrument-reset commands
from the main program ﬂow. As a best
practice, these should be used only
during an initialization routine or when
a signiﬁcant operational error requires a
restart from a known condition.
• Use quiescent times to calibrate instruments that perform auto-calibration
routines. Doing this during, for example,
shift or DUT changes will minimize lost
time during active testing.
• Eliminate unnecessary instrument range
changes as well as autoranging or
autoscale operations because these can
signiﬁcantly slow down your measurements. As an alternative, try using the
highest necessary range that won’t
require mid-test changes.
• Look for stray debug code that can be
deleted from your test program.
• Simplify your program: remove intermediate display steps; simplify displays so
less calculation occurs during critical
measurements; simplify or remove
monitoring checks; and move monitoring
checks out of looping operations.

Intermediate-level tips
• Manage your wait states. Where
possible, try using the *opc? (operation
complete query) instead of wait statements. If a wait statement is necessary,
use a measurement tool to determine
exactly how long the delay must be. One
useful tool is an oscilloscope, which can
be inserted at key points to measure
timing and help you determine actual
performance. If you have replaced any
part of the system (e.g., with a newer
instrument), consider retuning any wait
statements.

• Group similar measurements together.
Changing from one instrument function
to another tends to be relatively slow,
so try to minimize the frequency of such
changes. Similarly, if you keep track of
the instrument states, you might be able
to avoid unnecessary range or function
changes.
• Turn off instrument screen updates.
Instruments such as spectrum analyzers
and oscilloscopes can expend a signiﬁcant portion of their internal resources
on screen updates. This ensures a high
screen update rate for manual operation but may cause slower automated
testing.
• Use a faster instrument. Your favorite
(but old) DMM or analyzer might be
costing you valuable test time—and
it might be more useful on the bench.
Modern DMMs can be 10 to 100 times
faster for non-AC (or aperture-limited)
measurements than the previous
generation. New spectrum analyzers
have much faster sweep times and
wider resolution-bandwidth settings,
which enables measurements without a
long, slow full sweep.
• Examine your switching system. It may
be possible to replace slow armature
switches with faster reed relays. If
you are performing high-impedance
measurements, these might be able
to use FET switches. For many test
plans, switching is a major contributor
to overall test execution time. If only a
few pins must switch higher voltages or
currents, using two small switch cards
(e.g., one armature, one reed) instead of
one larger card (all armature switches)
might improve your test time.

Other considerations
• Reassess your power supplies. Some
of these are notoriously slow and basic
functions such as DUT power-up and
voltage changes can add signiﬁcantly
to overall execution time. Many modern
power supplies (e.g., LXI) have much
faster command processing and
active downprogramming. With these
features, units such as the Agilent
N6700B modular power system can
provide much faster high-to-low voltage
transitions.
• Preset your stimulus. Downloading
stimulus waveforms in advance and
simply switching to a speciﬁc signal
during a test can save a lot of execution
time. Many of today’s signal sources and
function/arbitrary waveform generators
provide storage for multiple preloaded
waveforms.

Close any web monitor windows
One key advantage offered by many LXI
instruments is the ability to monitor the
instrument during program execution. This
is useful during debug but can impact
execution time.
Create a private network or subnetwork
This can be done by putting the instruments behind a LAN router. If your
instruments are connected to a busy
network, their performance will be affected
by overall trafﬁc levels. If you are using
a relatively large subnet, try to limit the
number of LAN switches in the path
between the controlling computer and
the instrumentation. We recommend this
conﬁguration for virtually all LAN-based
test systems (refer to Agilent Application
Note 1465-10 for speciﬁcs).
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Most LXI instruments have additional
functions and capabilities that can further
improve your test times. For example,
because many LXI instruments are “smart
instruments,” they enable faster execution
by ofﬂoading tasks such as computer
processing or waveform pre-downloads.
Leverage built-in compatibility and speed:
Many LXI instruments have both GPIB
and LAN interfaces and can connect using
either interface. Simply switching from
GPIB to LAN can speed up tasks such as
waveform downloads and data transfers.
Note that while the move from GPIB to LXI
can often be made with a simple address
change to your program, this may not be
the instrument’s fastest mode. Many LXI
instruments—including most Agilent LXI
instruments—provide a GPIB-compatible
programming mode. Although this mode
simpliﬁes migration from GPIB, it adds an
extra layer of software to provide compatibility at the expense of speed. The alternative is to use LAN sockets programming,
which has less operational overhead and
can signiﬁcantly improve I/O performance
(Figure 7).

Bytes/sec

Accelerating LXI instruments

Sockets

VXI-11

1M

GPIB

0
0

1,000
Computer - I/O throughput by Block Transfer size

100,000

Figure 7. Sockets programming provides a signiﬁcant speed advantage over GPIB and VXI-11.
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Download measurement routines into
the instrument
Capabilities differ by instrument, but a
number of LXI instruments allow preloading
of test routines. For cases such as the
DUT shown in Figure 5, switching and
measurement routines could be preloaded
into an Agilent 34980A switch/measure
unit. The graphs in Figure 8 illustrate
the level of speed improvement made
possible by managing both switching and
measurement within a tightly integrated
instrument.
Balance instrument vs. computer analysis
In some cases, using an instrument’s onboard capabilities to perform data analysis
and return the results will be faster than
transferring a large data ﬁle to the host PC
and using it to do processing and analysis.
This type of preprocessing is possible with
many of today’s “smart” LXI instruments.
Although the possible time savings are
situation dependent, this technique may
provide signiﬁcantly shorter testing times.
Use direct SCPI programming
Compared to an instrument driver, direct
SCPI programming (using sockets) generally provides the fastest speeds possible
with any instrument. This is true because
many instrument drivers for LXI instruments are written in compatibility mode
(using the VXI-11 standard) to enable easy
migration from GPIB. While this provides
simpliﬁed programming, it does not take
full advantage of an instrument’s native
speed. Note that you can also use the
instrument driver for a majority of functions while using direct SCPI programming
for performance-sensitive measurements.
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Sequences in 34980A:
ROUT:CLOS(@1001)
ROUT:CLOS(@1002)
*TRG
ROUT:OPEN(@1002)
ROUT:OPEN(@1003)
*TRG
ROUT:OPEN(@1003)
ROUT:CLOS(@1004)
*TRG
…

160
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100
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0
Discrete
commands

Download to
instrument

Method
Figure 8. Internal management of switching and measurement within the 34980A switch/measure
unit provides signiﬁcant gains in speed.

Check measurement speed and I/O speed
Either or both may be limiting the speed
of your test routines. Because LAN is a
serial interface with standard protocols
(and a standard protocol stack) it has some
inherent transaction latency. Although
this can affect overall performance in
transaction-intensive applications, overall
execution time is more often dominated by
factors such as measurement time, modeswitching, DUT settling, and switching
operations.
Add LXI Class B
The preceding tips apply to many of
today’s LXI Class C instruments. With
Class B LXI instruments coming to market
in 2008, you will be able to apply a host of
new techniques—trigging, synchronization, time awareness—that will improve
system performance. What’s more, Class B
will make both speed characterization and
performance tuning much easier. These
capabilities will be the subject of a future
application note.

Conclusion
Whether you seek to minimize development time or maximize system performance when creating a hybrid test system,
the tips presented here can help ensure
your success. The common thread running
through either scenario is the use of LAN
for I/O, the use of a LAN/GPIB gateway
for older instruments, and the addition
of one or more current-generation LXI
instruments to the test system. The
speed, ﬂexibility and capabilities provided
by LAN and LXI can provide signiﬁcant
reductions in system development time
and measurement execution time.
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Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France

0820 87 44 11
32 (0) 2 404 93 40
45 70 13 15 15
358 (0) 10 855 2100
0825 010 700*
*0.125 €/minute

Germany

01805 24 6333*
*0.14 €/minute

Ireland
1890 924 204
Israel
972 3 9288 504/544
Italy
39 02 92 60 8484
Netherlands
31 (0) 20 547 2111
Spain
34 (91) 631 3300
Sweden
0200-88 22 55
Switzerland
0800 80 53 53
United Kingdom
44 (0) 118 9276201
Other European Countries:
www.agilent.com/ﬁnd/contactus
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